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In this work, we address some issues related to products of graphs and products of modal
logics. Our main contribution is the presentation of a necessary and sufficient condition for
a countable and connected graph to be a product, using a property called intransitivity.
We then proceed to describe this property in a logical language. First, we show that
intransitivity is not modally definable and also that no necessary and sufficient condition
for a graph to be a product can be modally definable. Then, we exhibit a formula in a
hybrid language that describes intransitivity. With this, we get a logical characterization
of products of graphs of arbitrary dimensions. We then use this characterization to obtain
two other interesting results. First, we determine that it is possible to test in polynomial
time, using amodel-checking algorithm,whether a finite connected graph is a product. This
test has cubic complexity in the size of the graph and quadratic complexity in its number
of dimensions. Finally, we use this characterization of countable connected products to
provide sound and complete axiomatic systems for a large class of products ofmodal logics.
This class contains the logics defined by product frames obtained from Kripke frames that
satisfy connectivity, transitivity and symmetry plus any additional property that can be
defined by a pure hybrid formula. Most sound and complete axiomatic systems presented
in the literature are for products of a pair of modal logics, while we are able, using hybrid
logics, to provide sound and complete axiomatizations for many products of arbitrary
dimensions.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this work, we address some issues related to products of graphs and products of modal logics. In particular, our main
goal is to define a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be a non-trivial product of other graphs and describe this
condition in a logical language.We then use this logical characterization of products of graphs to obtain two other interesting
results dealing with the computational complexity to verify whether a finite graph is a product and with the construction
of sound and complete axiomatic systems for products of modal logics. We are especially interested in products of modal
logics with dimension greater than 2, for which there are very few results in the literature [2].
So, our fundamental task in this work is to find a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be isomorphic to a
(cartesian) product1 of non-trivial graphs and to verify whether this condition can be expressed in a modal language or in a
hybrid language.
In [3,2], three properties that are satisfied in graphs that are products are presented: left commutativity, right
commutativity and the Church–Rosser property. However, although these properties, together with the reverse Church–Rosser
✩ A preliminary version of this work was published in the proceedings of LSFA 2009 [1].∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +55 21 2598 3311; fax: +55 21 2598 9515.
E-mail addresses:mario@cos.ufrj.br (M.R.F. Benevides), luisms@dcc.ufrj.br (L.M. Schechter).
1 In graph theoretical terminology, a product of graphs would be called a multi-graph, since it has many distinct sets of edges. In the context of modal
logics and Kripke semantics, this notational difference is often lost and all these structures are called simply labeled graphs.
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property, are necessary for a graph to be a product, they are not sufficient (as illustrated by an example in [3]). There are
graphs that satisfy left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties, but cannot
be decomposed as a product of other graphs.
In this work, we introduce a new property called intransitivity that, together with the previous ones, form a necessary
and sufficient condition for a countable and (weakly) connected graph to be a product. The proof of the necessity of these
properties is fairly simple and is done directly, without the need to assume that the graph is countable or connected. On
the other hand, the proof of the sufficiency is done in two steps. First, we prove that if a countable and connected graph
satisfies the five properties stated above, then its components must satisfy a particular isomorphism. Then, we show that
if a countable and connected graph satisfies intransitivity and its components satisfy this particular isomorphism, then the
graph is a product.
Oncewe are able to define this necessary and sufficient condition,with the help of intransitivity, it is now time to describe
it in a logical language. As products of graphs appear naturally as an extension of the usual Kripke semantics of modal logics,
the natural choice is to try to describe this condition in a modal language.
The limits to the expressive power of basic modal languages are fairly well known. There are a series of standard results
that state that frames that are ‘‘similar’’ in a number of ways must agree on the validity of formulas [4]. Using these
techniques, we show that the property of intransitivity is not definable in a basic modal language. In fact, we also show
that no condition that is necessary and sufficient for a graph to be a product can be definable in a basic modal language.
Hybrid logics are extensions of modal logics that allow explicit references to individual states of a model. Their goal is
to extend the expressive power of ordinary modal logics. Besides proposition symbols, they have a second set of atomic
formulas, called nominals, which have the property of being satisfied at exactly one state [5,6]. Using a hybrid language, we
are able to build a formula that describes intransitivity.
We then use this logical characterization to obtain two other interesting results. First, we determine the computational
complexity of testing, for a finite connected graph, whether it is a product. For this test, we use a model-checking algorithm
to verify the formulas that describe each of the five properties that characterize a product: left and right commutativity, the
Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties and intransitivity.
Finally, we use this characterization of countable connected products to provide sound and complete axiomatic systems
for a large class of products of modal logics. This class contains the logics defined by product frames obtained from Kripke
frames that satisfy connectivity, transitivity and symmetry plus any additional property that can be defined by a pure hybrid
formula. The reasons behind such restrictions on the frames are explained in detail in Section 7.
Products of graphs come up naturally as a possible extension of ordinary Kripke semantics to multi-dimensional modal
logics. [3] presents a good textbook discussion of multi-dimensional modal logics and provides many examples of products
of modal logics, where the semantics is built using products of graphs. Most of the sound and complete axiomatic systems
for products of modal logics presented in the literature are for products of a pair of modal logics, while we are able, using
hybrid logics, to provide sound and complete axiomatizations for many products of arbitrary dimensions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definition of a product of graphs and present
four properties related to this definition: left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–
Rosser properties. We also introduce a new property called intransitivity. In Section 3, we present the concept of graph
decomposition and use it to prove that the five properties presented in the previous section form a necessary and sufficient
condition for a countable and connected graph to be a product. Section 4 shows that the property of intransitivity is not
definable in a basicmodal language and that nonecessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be a product can be definable
in a basicmodal language. In Section 5, we extend themodal language of the previous section to a hybrid language and show
that intransitivity can be expressed by a hybrid formula. In Section 6, we determine the computational complexity of testing,
through a modal checking algorithm, whether a finite connected graph is a product. In Section 7, we present the notion of
a product of modal logics and, using a hybrid language, provide sound and complete axiomatic systems to a large class of
products of modal logics. We summarize our results and present potential future work in Section 8.
2. Product of graphs
In this section, we define the product of graphs, following [3,2].
Definition 2.1. Given n ≥ 2 directed graphs Gi = ⟨Vi, Ei⟩, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we define their product G, notation G =
G1 × G2 × · · · × Gn, as the graph G = ⟨V1 × V2 × · · · × Vn, E1, E2, . . . , En⟩, where for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, E i is a binary
relation on V1 × V2 × · · · × Vn such that
⟨u1, . . . , un⟩E i⟨v1, . . . , vn⟩ iff uiEivi and uk = vk, for k ≠ i.
An important particular case of the above definition concerns the product of two graphs. In this case, instead of the
subscripts 1 and 2, it is common to use the subscripts h and v. They refer to the geometrical intuition of horizontal and
vertical accessibility relations.
Definition 2.2. Given two directed graphsG1 = ⟨V1, E1⟩ andG2 = ⟨V2, E2⟩, we define their productG, notationG = G1×G2,
as the graph G = ⟨V1 × V2, Eh, Ev⟩, where for all x, u ∈ V1 and y, v ∈ V2
1. ⟨x, y⟩Eh⟨u, v⟩ iff xE1u and y = v and
2. ⟨x, y⟩Ev⟨u, v⟩ iff yE2v and x = u.
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Fig. 1. Product of graphs.
Fig. 2. Left and right commutativity and Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties.
Fig. 3. Counterexample to the sufficiency of the basic properties.
An example of a product graph is shown in Fig. 1.
In this work, we would like to identify a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be a product of non-trivial
graphs. A graph is said to be trivial if it has only one vertex and no edges. Every graph can be described as a product of itself
with a trivial graph.
In [3,2], three properties that are satisfied in graphs that are products are presented. These properties, together with the
reverse Church–Rosser property, are necessary for a graph to be a product (Fig. 2). Let G = ⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩ and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
i ≠ j. These properties are defined as follows:
1. Left commutativity: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (xE jy ∧ yE iz → ∃u ∈ V (xE iu ∧ uE jz)).
2. Right commutativity: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (xE iy ∧ yE jz → ∃u ∈ V (xE ju ∧ uE iz)).
3. Church–Rosser property: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (xE jy ∧ xE iz → ∃u ∈ V (yE iu ∧ zE ju)).
4. Reverse Church–Rosser property: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (yE jx ∧ zE ix → ∃u ∈ V (uE iy ∧ uE jz)).
However, although these properties are necessary for a graph to be a product, they are not sufficient: there are graphs
that satisfy left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties, but cannot be
decomposed as a product of non-trivial graphs, as an example from [3] (Fig. 3) shows. The graph in Fig. 3 satisfies all of
the four properties stated above, but it is not a product graph.
It is not difficult to see that the graph in Fig. 3 is not a product. This graph has two sets of edges, so it could only be a
product of two graphs. Besides that, as it has two vertices, it could only be a product between a graph with two vertices (let
us call it G1) and a graph with one vertex (G2), as its set of vertices would be the cartesian product of the sets of vertices of
G1 and G2. Now, the only non-trivial graph with only one vertex is a graph with one vertex and one loop edge, starting and
ending in this vertex. It is not difficult to see, applying the definition of a product of two graphs, that the product between
any graph (G1) and this non-trivial graph with one vertex (G2) is equal to G1 with all its edges labeled with h plus one loop
edge in every vertex, all of them labeled with v. So, if the graph in Fig. 3 were a product between such graphs G1 and G2,
G1 would be obtained by removing the v-loops from the graph in Fig. 3. However, such a graph G1 still contains two sets of
edges, as there is a v-edge which is not a loop edge. Hence, the graph in Fig. 3 cannot be a product. Notice that our argument
here was particular to the graph in Fig. 3 and cannot be easily generalized. This is a reason why it is important to identify a
general necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be a product of non-trivial graphs.
In order to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition we need to add a fifth property to the four stated before. We call
it intransitivity.
Definition 2.3. Let G = ⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩ and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j. We say that G satisfies intransitivity if and only if every triple
⟨u, v, w⟩ of vertices of G that satisfies the conditions
1. u ≠ v;
2. v ≠ w;
3. there is an undirected path through edges of E j from u to v and
4. there is an undirected path through edges of E i from v tow
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Fig. 4. Intransitivity.
also satisfies the following three conditions:
5. u ≠ w;
6. ⟨u, w⟩ ∉ E i;
7. ⟨u, w⟩ ∉ E j.
Let xUiy and xUjy denote that there is an undirected path through edges of E i (E j, respectively) from x to y. Intransitivity
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Definition 2.3 lists the three conditions (items 5, 6 and 7) that we need for intransitivity. However, it turns out that they
can be simplified, as, under the hypotheses in Definition 2.3 (items 1 through 4), item 5 implies items 6 and 7. Suppose that
all triples ⟨u, v, w⟩ that satisfy items 1 through 4 in Definition 2.3 also satisfy item 5 (u ≠ w). Now, suppose that there is
one such triple ⟨a, b, c⟩ such that ⟨a, c⟩ ∈ E i (does not satisfy item 6). Then, aUjb, bUic and aE ic. This implies that bUia. But
then, ⟨a, b, a⟩ is a triple that satisfies items 1 through 4 but does not satisfy item 5 (u ≠ w), which is a contradiction to our
initial assumption. An analogous argument can be made regarding item 7 instead of item 6.
Thus, when we need to test whether a graph satisfies intransitivity, we just need to verify whether all triples that satisfy
items 1 through 4 in Definition 2.3 also satisfy item 5 in this same definition. On the other hand, whenwe know that a graph
satisfies intransitivity, we may use any one of the conditions stated in items 5 through 7, according to our needs.
Following the above simplification, intransitivity can be described in the following way:
∀x, y, z ∈ V ((xUjy ∧ yUiz ∧ x ≠ y ∧ y ≠ z)→ (x ≠ z)).2
3. Graph decomposition
The problem of graph decomposition consists of, given a graph, to determine whether this graph can be decomposed in
a product of non-trivial graphs. In this work, we consider a restricted version of this problem.
Problem 3.1. Given a countable,3 directed and weakly connected4 (called just connected from now on) graph G =
⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩, where E i ≠ ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, determine whether G is isomorphic to a product G′ = G1 × G2 × · · · × Gn,
where Gi is non-trivial for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In the general problem, the graph would not have to be necessarily countable or connected.
Hypothesis 3.2. From now on, all the graphs G are considered to be directed, countable and connected and to be given in
the form G = ⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩.
Remark 3.3. We denote by V(G) the set of vertices of a graph G.
In this section, we want to prove that a countable and connected graph G is a product if and only if it satisfies left and
right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties and intransitivity. We start with the simpler
direction.
Theorem 3.4. If G is a product, then G satisfies left and right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser
properties and intransitivity.
Proof. We start with left commutativity. Let us take three vertices u, v andw of G such that uE jv and vE iw. As G is a product
G1×· · ·×Gn, u = (u1, . . . , un), v = (v1, . . . , vn) andw = (w1, . . . , wn). Then, as uE jv, uk = vk, for all k ≠ j, and ujEjvj and,
as vE iw, vk = wk, for all k ≠ i, and viEiwi. In particular, this means that, for k ≠ i and k ≠ j, uk = vk = wk. Now, take the
vertex x such that xk = uk, for k ≠ i and k ≠ j, xi = wi and xj = uj (this vertex exists, since V(G) = V(G1)× · · · × V(Gn)).
Then, as uk = vk, for k ≠ j, xi = wi and viEiwi, then uiEixi. This, together with uk = xk, for k ≠ i, implies that uE ix. Now,
as uj = xj, vk = wk, for k ≠ i, and ujEjvj, then xjEjwj. This, together with xk = wk, for k ≠ j, implies that xE jw. Right
commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties follow by analogous arguments.
Now, suppose that G does not satisfy intransitivity. Then, we have vertices x, y and z, such that x ≠ y, y ≠ z, there is
an undirected E j-path from x to y and an undirected E i-path from y to z and x = z. As G is a product, x = (x1, . . . , xn),
y = (y1, . . . , yn) and z = (z1, . . . , zn). Then, as there is an undirected E j-path from x to y, then xk = yk, for all k ≠ j (*).
2 It is important to notice that intransitivity cannot be expressed by a first order formula, since the definitions of Ui and Uj depend on transitive closures.
Nevertheless, this property is still elementary, as it can be defined by a set of first order formulas.
3 A graph is countable if its set of vertices is countable.
4 A graph G is weakly connected if, for any pair of vertices u and v of G, there is an undirected path from u to v in G.
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Also, as there is an undirected E i-path from y to z, yk = zk, for all k ≠ i. As x = z, then xk = zk, for all k, which means that
xk = yk, for all k ≠ i (**). (*) and (**) together imply that the three vertices are the same, contradicting the fact that x ≠ y
and y ≠ z. 
Notice that, in this direction of the proof, we make no use of Hypothesis 3.2. This means that Theorem 3.4 holds for any
graph G. Now, we proceed to prove the other direction.
Proposition 3.5. If a graph satisfies left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties,
it also satisfies the following properties:
1. Extended left commutativity: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (xU ljy ∧ yUki z → ∃u ∈ V (xUki u ∧uU lj z));
2. Extended right commutativity: ∀x, y, z ∈ V (xUki y ∧ yU lj z → ∃u ∈ V (xU lju ∧uUki z))
where uUki v and uU
l
jv denote that there is an undirected path through edges of E i (E j, respectively) of length k (l) from u to v.
Proof. These properties follow by a straightforward induction on the length of the paths, using one of the four hypotheses
for each of the four possible cases of edge incidences in the ‘‘corner’’ vertices: horizontal and vertical inward (reverse
Church–Rosser), horizontal inward and vertical outward (right commutativity), horizontal outward and vertical inward
(left commutativity) and horizontal and vertical outward (Church–Rosser). 
Definition 3.6. Let G = ⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩ and let Gk = ⟨V , Ek⟩, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, be subgraphs of G. The k-components are the
maximal connected subgraphs of Gk, {G1k,G2k, . . .}. Notice that the set of k-components is countable, since G is countable.
Just as we presented the components of dimension one of the graph in the above definition, we also need to define
the components of co-dimension one. Notice that in the particular case of bidimensional products, these definitions are
equivalent.
Definition 3.7. Let G = ⟨V , E1, . . . , En⟩ and letGk = ⟨V , E1, . . . , Ek−1, Ek+1, . . . , En⟩, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, be subgraphs of G. Thek-components are themaximal connected subgraphs ofGk, {G1k,G2k, . . .}. Notice that the set ofk-components is also countable,
since G is countable.
Definition 3.8. We denote by Ek the set of edges E1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ek−1 ∪ Ek+1 ∪ · · · ∪ En.
A basic aspect about k-components andk-components that needs to be noticed is that if you are on a vertex u in some
k-component and you go through a path of edges in Ek, you remain in the same k-component and if you are on a vertex u in
somek-component and you go through a path of edges in Ek, you remain in the samek-component.
Proposition 3.9. Two distinct k-components (or two distinctk-components) have no vertices in common.
Proof. We show the proof fork-components. The proof for k-components is entirely analogous. Suppose that there are a
vertex u and a pair of distinctk-componentsGik andGjk such that u ∈Gik and u ∈Gjk. Then, as thek-components are maximal
connected with respect to all the edges E l such that l ≠ k, every vertex x ≠ u ∈ Gik has an undirected path from it to
u through edges of Ek. Similarly, every vertex y ≠ u ∈ Gjk has an undirected path from it to u through edges of Ek. But
this means that there is an undirected path from x to y through edges of Ek, which implies that x and y are in the samek-component, contradicting the hypothesis thatGik andGjk are distinct. 
Remark 3.10. Fromnowon, every time thatwe need to consider a pair of k-componentsGik andG
j
k or a pair ofk-componentsGik andGjk, the two components in the pair do not need to be distinct, unless explicitly mentioned.
Definition 3.11. For 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n, k ≠ l, we say that a k-component Gik is an l-neighbor to the k-component Gjk if there is an
edge ⟨u, w⟩ ∈ E l such that u ∈ Gik andw ∈ Gjk. Notice that it is possible for a k-component to be an l-neighbor to itself.
Definition 3.12. For 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n, k ≠ l, let f ijkl be the (possibly partial and multi-valued) map that associates to each vertex
u ∈ Gik the set of verticesw such that ⟨u, w⟩ ∈ E l andw ∈ Gjk. We say that f ijkl is the l-induced map from Gik to Gjk.
Proposition 3.13. Let G be a graph that satisfies left and right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser
properties and intransitivity and Gik be an l-neighbor to G
j
k. Then, the l-induced map f
ij
kl from G
i
k to G
j
k is an isomorphism.
Proof. In this proof, Dom(f ) and Im(f ) denote, respectively, the domain and the image of a function f . Also, following
Remark 3.3, we denote by V(G) the set of vertices of a graph G.
1. f ijkl is a function: Suppose that there are vertices u, v and w, such that v ≠ w, u ∈ Gik, v,w ∈ Gjk and f ijkl(u) = {v,w}
(⟨u, v⟩, ⟨u, w⟩ ∈ E l). If u ≠ v, then we have an undirected E l-path from u to v, an undirected Ek-path from v tow (since
they are in the same k-component) and an edge from u to w, contradicting intransitivity. If u = v, then we have an
undirected E l-path from v tow and an undirected Ek-path fromw to v, also contradicting intransitivity.
2. f ijkl is injective: Analogous to the previous item.
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3. Im(f ijkl) = V(Gjk) (f ijkl is surjective): Let v in Gjk. We need to find a vertex u in Gik such that ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ E l. As Gik is an l-neighbor
to Gjk, there are vertices x in G
i
k and y in G
j
k such that ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ E l. We may assume that y ≠ v, otherwise the proof is over.
Now, v and y are in Gjk, so yUkv. Then, by extended right commutativity, there is u such that xUku (which means that
u ∈ Gik) and uE lv.
4. Dom(f ijkl) = V(Gik) (f ijkl is total): Analogous to the previous item, using extended left commutativity instead.
5. uEkw if and only if f
ij
kl(u)Ekf
ij
kl(w): First of all, uE lf
ij
kl(u) andwE l f
ij
kl(w). If uEkw, we can use left commutativity to conclude
that f ijkl(u)Ek f
ij
kl(w). On the other hand, if f
ij
kl(u)Ekf
ij
kl(w), we can use right commutativity to conclude that uEkw. 
Definition 3.14. If Gik is an l-neighbor to G
j
k and the l-induced map f
ij
kl is an isomorphism between G
i
k and G
j
k, we call f
ij
kl an
l-primitive isomorphism.
Now, in a case such as the one in the above proposition, where all of the induced maps between neighbor k-components
are isomorphisms, we can easily extend the isomorphisms beyond immediate neighbor k-components.
Let L = [l1, . . . , ln] denote a finite list. In order to define the composition of isomorphisms between k-components, we
extend the notation and write the maps as f ijkL. This notation can easily be used to denote the original l-induced maps and
l-primitive isomorphisms, since in this case we just have to take L = [l].
Remark 3.15. If all the elements in the set {f i,i+1kL1 , f i+1,i+2kL2 , . . . , f j−1,jkLj−i } are isomorphisms, then
f ijkL = f j−1,jkLj−i ◦ · · · ◦ f i+1,i+2kL2 ◦ f i,i+1kL1 ,
where L = L1 ◦ L2 ◦ · · · ◦ Lj−i is also an isomorphism.
Remark 3.16. If f ijkL is an isomorphism, then its inverse is also an isomorphism and is denoted by f
ji
kL′ , where L
′ is the list
symmetric to L.
Definition 3.17. If f ijkL is a primitive isomorphismor is obtained fromprimitive isomorphismsusing composition and inverse,
we call f ijkL an orthogonal isomorphism or O-isomorphism.
Lemma 3.18. Let G be a graph that satisfies left and right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties
and intransitivity. Then, for all pairs Gik and G
j
k of k-components, there is an O-isomorphism f
ij
kL between them. This means that
all k-components are isomorphic between themselves and that the set of undirected paths through Ek-edges between Gik and Gjk
induce an isomorphism between the two k-components.
Proof. First, as G is connected, for every k-component Gik there must be a k-component G
j
k such that either G
i
k is a neighbor
to Gjk or G
j
k is a neighbor to G
i
k. Then, as G is countable (in particular, as the number of k-components in G is countable),
for any pair of k-components, we can build an O-isomorphism between them from the primitive isomorphisms given by
Proposition 3.13 using a finite number of inverse and composition operations on them, as described in Remarks 3.16 and
3.15. 
Definition 3.19. Let G be a graph. If G satisfies intransitivity and, for all pairs Gik and G
j
k of k-components, there is an
O-isomorphism f ijkL between them, we say that G is well-behaved.
Lemma 3.20. Everyk-component contains as a subgraph at least one complete l-component, for all l ≠ k.
Proof. LetGikk be ak-component and u be an arbitrary vertex inGikk . It belongs to some l-component Gil. But all the vertices
reachable from u through an undirected path of E l-edges, which are the vertices in the same l-component as u, are also inGikk , if l ≠ k. Hence,Gikk contains as a subgraph at least one complete l-component. 
Lemma 3.21. Let G be a well-behaved graph, Gik be a k-component andGjk be ak-component. Then,V(Gik)∩V(Gjk) is a singleton
set.
Proof. First, we show that V(Gik) ∩ V(Gjk) ≠ ∅. Let u be a vertex in V(Gjk). It belongs to some k-component Glk. Using the
O-isomorphism between Gik and G
l
k, there is a vertexw inV(G
i
k) such that there is an undirected path through Ek-edges from
u tow in G. But this means that u andw belong to the samek-component. Thus,w belongs to V(Gik) ∩ V(Gjk).
Now, if there were more than one vertex in the intersection V(Gik) ∩ V(Gjk), then there are at least two vertices x and
y in Gik such that there are undirected paths through Ek-edges from u to x and from u to y in G (as u, x, y ∈ Gjk). But this
contradicts the fact that undirected paths through Ek-edges induce an O-isomorphism between k-components. 
Corollary 3.22. Let G be a well-behaved graph, H be a subgraph of G that contains as a subgraph at least one complete
k-component andGik be ak-component. Then, V(H) ∩ V(Gik) ≠ ∅.
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Proof. Let Glk be a k-component such that H contains G
l
k. From Lemma 3.21, V(G
l
k) ∩ V(Gik) is a singleton set. Then, as
V(Glk) ⊆ V(H), we have that V(H) ∩ V(Gik) ≠ ∅. 
Corollary 3.23. Let G be a well-behaved graph, S = {Gikk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} be a set that contains onek-component for each
1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then,{V(H) : H ∈ S} ≠ ∅.
Proof. Let Vj ={V(Gikk ) : 1 ≤ k ≤ j+ 1}. We start with V1 = V(Gi11 ) ∩ V(Gi22 ).Gi11 is a maximal connected subgraph of G
and, by Lemma 3.20, contains as a subgraph at least one complete l-component, for every l ≠ 1. In particular, it contains at
least one complete 2-component. Then, by Corollary 3.22, V1 ≠ ∅.
Now, for 1 < k < n, Vk = Vk−1 ∩ V(Gik+1k+1). Let u be an arbitrary vertex in Vk−1. It belongs to some (k + 1)-component
Gik+1. But all the vertices reachable from u through an undirected path of Ek+1-edges, which are the vertices in the same
(k+ 1)-component as u, are also in the samel-component that u is, if l ≠ k+ 1. Then, the complete (k+ 1)-component that
u belongs to is in everyGijj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, which means that the subgraph of G generated by the vertices in Vk−1 contains as
a subgraph at least one complete (k+ 1)-component. Then, by Corollary 3.22, Vk ≠ ∅. 
Lemma 3.24. Let G be a graph. If G satisfies intransitivity and, for all pairs Gik and G
j
k of k-components, there is an O-isomorphism
f ijkL between them, then G is (isomorphic to) a product.
Proof. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let G∗k = ⟨Vk, Ek⟩ be an arbitrary k-component with Vk = {v1k , k2k, . . .} (Ek is the restriction of the
set Ek of G to Vk). Lemma 3.21 implies that eachk-component contains exactly one of the vertices in Vk. Besides that, by
Proposition 3.9, a vertex in Vk cannot be in more than onek-component. Thus, without loss of generality, we can enumerate
the vertices in Vk, such that vik ∈Gik.
Let P = ∏G∗k = ⟨∏ Vk, EP1 , . . . , EPn ⟩. We want to prove that there is an isomorphism between G and P . Let us consider
the mapL that associates to each vertex u ∈ V(G) the vertex (u1, . . . , un) ∈ V(P)where uk = vikk if and only if u ∈Gikk .
1. L is a well-defined total function: ClearlyL is total, since every vertex u of G belongs to somek-componentGikk , for each
1 ≤ k ≤ n. Besides that, the map L associates to each vertex u of G, a unique vertex (u1, . . . , un) of P . Otherwise, there
would be, for at least one vertex u and at least one k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a pair of distinctk-componentsGik andGjk such that
u ∈Gik and u ∈Gjk. But this contradicts Proposition 3.9.
2. If uEkw in G, then L(u)EPkL(w) in P: If uEkw, then, for all l ≠ k, u ∈ Gill if and only if w ∈ Gill . This means that if
L(u) = (u1, . . . , un) andL(w) = (w1, . . . , wn), then ul = wl, for all l ≠ k. Now, we have that the vertex vik of G belongs
toGik, so if uk = vjk and wk = vlk, this means that u, vjk ∈ Gjk and w, vlk ∈ Glk. Hence, there is an undirected path through
Ek-edges in G from u to vjk and another undirected path through Ek-edges in G from w to vlk. Let Gik be the k-component
that contains u and w. Using the O-isomorphism between Gik and G
∗
k , as uEkw in G
i
k, then uk = vjkEkvlk = wk in G∗k . This,
together with ul = wl, for all l ≠ k, implies thatL(u)EPkL(w).
3. If L(u)EPkw
′ in P , then there is a unique vertex w in G such that w′ = L(w) and uEkw: Let L(u) = (u1, . . . , un) and
w′ = (w1, . . . , wn). Then, as L(u)EPkw′ in P , we have that ul = wl, for all l ≠ k and ukEkwk. If uk = vik and wk = vjk,
then vikEkv
j
k in G
∗
k . Besides that, this means that u and v
i
k are in the samek-componentGik, which implies that there is
an undirected path through Ek-edges in G from u to vik. Let Glk be the k-component that contains u. The O-isomorphism
between Glk and G
∗
k relates u to v
i
k, so, as v
i
kEkv
j
k in G
∗
k , then there is a vertex x ∈ Gik such that uEkx and the O-isomorphism
between Glk and G
∗
k relates x to v
j
k, which is equivalent to saying that there is an undirected path through Ek-edges in G
from x to vjk. Now, the vertex x satisfies the properties of the vertex that we were looking for. First, uEkx. Second, this
implies that u ∈ Gill if and only if w ∈ Gill , for all l ≠ k. Thus, if L(x) = (x1, . . . , xn), then ul = xl, for all l ≠ k. Third, as
x ∈Gjk, then xk = vjk. Hence,L(x) = w′.
Now, suppose that there is another vertex y ≠ x that also satisfies these properties, i.e., uEky and L(y) = L(x). But
if uEky, then u, x and y belong to the same k-component Glk. However, by Lemma 3.21, as there is only one vertex in
the intersection of the set of vertices of a k-component and the set of vertices of ak-component, x and y are in distinctk-components, soL(y) ≠ L(x).
4. If u′EPkL(w) in P , then there is a unique vertex u in G such that u′ = L(u) and uEkw: Analogous to the previous item.
5. L is surjective: Suppose that there is no u in G such that L(u) = (x1, . . . , xn). Let xk = vikk . This is equivalent to saying
that the intersection
{V(Gikk ) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} is empty, contradicting Corollary 3.23.
6. L is injective: By item 5, asL is surjective, every vertex in P is of the formL(x) for some vertex x in G. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a
vertexL(x) has at least one k-neighborL(y) in P (L(x)EPkL(y) orL(y)E
P
kL(x)). In order to see this, suppose that there is
a vertexL(x) and a given k such thatL(x) does not have any k-neighbors. Then, this vertex alone forms a k-component.
However, as all k-components are isomorphic between themselves, then all k-components are isolated vertices, which
means that there are no EPk -edges in P . Using item 2, this also means that there are no Ek-edges in G. This contradicts the
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definition of Problem 3.1. Now, suppose that there are two distinct vertices u and w in G such that L(u) = L(w). Let
L(x) be a k-neighbor ofL(u) andL(y) be a l-neighbor ofL(u). Then, using items 3 and 4, we have that x is a k-neighbor
to both u and w and that y is a l-neighbor to both u and w. But this means that there are both undirected paths through
Ek-edges and through E l-edges from u tow, which contradicts intransitivity. 
Theorem 3.25. If G satisfies left and right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties and
intransitivity, then G is a product.
Proof. Straightforward from Lemmas 3.18 and 3.24. 
Theorem 3.26. Let G be a graph. G is a product if and only if G satisfies left and right commutativity, the Church–Rosser and
reverse Church–Rosser properties and intransitivity.
Proof. Straightforward from Theorems 3.4 and 3.25. 
4. Modal definability
In this section, we show that the property of intransitivity is not definable in a basicmodal language. In fact, we also show
that no condition that is necessary and sufficient for a graph to be a product can be definable in a basic modal language. Even
though we restricted ourselves to countable and connected graphs in the previous section, this restriction is not necessary
for the undefinability results presented in this section.
4.1. A basic modal language
In this section, we define a modal language with a family of modal operators: ♦i, ♦−1i and i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 4.1. Let us consider a modal language consisting of a setΦ of countably many proposition symbols, the boolean
connectives¬ and ∧ and the modal operators ♦i, ♦−1i and i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The formulas are defined as follows:
ϕ ::= p | ⊤ | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ♦iϕ | ♦−1i ϕ | iϕ,
where p ∈ Φ .
We freely use the standard boolean abbreviations ∨, →, ↔ and ⊥ and also the abbreviation iϕ = ¬♦i¬ϕ, where♦i ∈ {♦i,♦−1i , i} andi is the corresponding .
We now define the structures in which we evaluate our formulas: frames andmodels.
Definition 4.2. A frame is a tuple F = (V , {Ri}1≤i≤n), where V is a set (finite or not) of vertices and Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are binary
relations over V , i.e., Ri ⊆ V × V . We also define the auxiliary relations Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as the transitive closures of the
relations Ri ∪ R−1i .
As we can see, a frame is a graph with the distinct sets of edges Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Also, a graph with an appropriate number
of distinct sets of edges (one for eachmodality ♦i of the logic) can be used as a frame for the logic. So, in the rest of this work,
the terms graph and frame are considered equivalent.
Definition 4.3. Amodel is a pairM = (F ,V), whereF is a frame andV is a valuation functionmapping proposition symbols
into subsets of V , i.e., V : Φ → P (V ).
The notion of satisfaction is defined as follows:
Definition 4.4. LetM = (F ,V) be a model. The notion of satisfaction of a formula ϕ in a modelM at a vertex v, notation
M, v  ϕ, can be inductively defined as follows:
1. M, v  p iff v ∈ V(p);
2. M, v  ⊤ always;
3. M, v  ¬ϕ iffM, v ̸ ϕ;
4. M, v  ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iffM, v  ϕ1 andM, v  ϕ2;
5. M, v  ♦iϕ iff there is aw ∈ V such that vRiw andM, w  ϕ;
6. M, v  ♦−1i ϕ iff there is aw ∈ V such thatwRiv andM, w  ϕ;
7. M, v  iϕ iff there is aw ∈ V such that vUiw andM, w  ϕ.
IfM, v  ϕ for every vertex v in a modelM, we say that ϕ is globally satisfied inM, notationM  ϕ. And if ϕ is globally
satisfied in all modelsM of a frame F , we say that ϕ is valid in F , notation F  ϕ. We also write G  φ to denote that the
formula φ is valid in G when G is used as a frame for the logic. Finally, if ϕ is valid in every frame F , we say that ϕ is valid,
notation  ϕ.
When we say that a formula φ defines or describes some graph property, this means that a graph G has the desired
property if and only if G  φ.
As shown in [3,2], a graph satisfies left commutativity, right commutativity and the Church–Rosser property if the
following formulas are valid in it for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j:
1. comij = ♦j♦ip ↔ ♦i♦jp (left and right commutativity);
2. chrij = ♦ijp → j♦ip (Church–Rosser property).
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Fig. 5. Graph III is a boundedmorphic image of graph II, which is a boundedmorphic image of graph I (each undirected edge represents a pair of symmetric
edges).
Then, a graph satisfies the reverse Church–Rosser property if the following formula, analogous to chrij, is valid in it for all
pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j:
3. rchrij = ♦−1i −1j p → −1j ♦−1i p.
4.2. A limitative result
The limits to the expressive power of basic modal languages are fairly well known. There are a series of standard results
that state that frames that are ‘‘similar’’ in a number of ways must agree on the validity of formulas. We can then use these
results to prove that a certain property cannot be expressed by any modal formula. To do this, we take two frames that are
‘‘similar’’ and show that in one the desired property holds, while in the other it does not.We present one of these ‘‘similarity’’
results (more details about it and other related resultsmay be found in [4]), and thenweprove two results for graph products
using it.
Definition 4.5. Let M = (W , {Ri}1≤i≤n,V) and M′ = (W ′, {R′i}1≤i≤n,V′) be two models. A function f : W → W ′ is a
bounded morphism fromM toM′ if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. w and f (w) satisfy the same proposition symbols;
2. f is a homomorphism with respect to Ri (ifwRiv, then f (w)R′i f (v));
3. if f (w)R′iv′, then there is a v such thatwRiv and f (v) = v′;
4. ifw′R′if (v), then there is aw such thatwRiv and f (w) = w′.
A similar definition can be given for a boundedmorphism of frames, just removing the part of the above definition that deals
with valuations (item (i)). If there is a bounded morphism from a model (frame)M (F ) to a model (frame)M′ (F ′), we use
the notationM→M′ (F → F ′). If there is a surjective boundedmorphism, thenwe say thatM′ (F ′) is a bounded morphic
image ofM (F ) and use the notationM⇒M′ (F ⇒ F ′).
The last item of the previous definition is usually not necessary. However, as the modalities ♦−1i and i deal with the
inverses of the relations Ri, we have to enforce it to get the preservation result that we want. It may seem like conditions
such as ‘‘if wUiv, then f (w)U ′i f (v)’’, which is analogous to condition (ii), and others analogous to conditions (iii) and (iv)
should also be added. However, this is not necessary, as the definition of Ux, with its use of transitive closure, and conditions
(ii), (iii) and (iv) already imply such conditions.
Below is a basic theorem about modal definability that is going to be used to prove our results. Its proof for a language
that contains only onemodality can be found at [4]. It is not difficult to extend that proof to a language that contains a family
of modalities, each with its accessibility relation.
Theorem 4.6. LetM andM′ be two models such thatM→M′. Then,M, w  φ if and only ifM′, f (w)  φ.
Corollary 4.7. Let F and F ′ be two frames such that F ⇒ F ′. If F  φ, then F ′  φ.
Theorem 4.8. Neither intransitivity nor its negation are modally definable.
Proof. In Fig. 5, let f = {(1, a), (2, b), (3, a), (4, b)} and g = {(a, A), (b, A)}. It is straightforward to prove that f and g are
surjective bounded morphisms. It is also not difficult to see that the first and third graphs respect intransitivity, while the
second does not. By Corollary 4.7, since neither intransitivity nor its negation are preserved under boundedmorphic images,
they are not modally definable. 
Theorem 4.9. No necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to be a product or for a graph not to be a product can be modally
definable.
Proof. We take again the same bounded morphisms between the graphs in Fig. 5. It is not difficult to see that the first and
third graphs are products while the second is not. By Corollary 4.7, since neither the property of being a product nor the
property of not being a product are preserved under bounded morphic images, they are not modally definable. 
This is not the only possible proof of Theorem 4.9. However, as the counter-example used in Theorem 4.8 could also be
used in Theorem 4.9 without any change, it was our choice to prove both theorems through the use of bounded morphic
images.
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5. A hybrid extension
As was shown in the previous section, a basic modal language does not have enough expressive power to describe the
properties that wewant. In order to achieve our goal, we need a language that ismore expressive. In this sectionwe describe
a simple hybrid language and then use it to define intransitivity.
5.1. Language
A good way to improve the expressive power of a modal logic is to consider hybrid extensions of it. The fundamental
resource that allows a logic to be called ‘‘hybrid’’ is a set of nominals. Nominals are a new kind of atomic symbol and they
behave similarly to proposition symbols. The key difference between a nominal and a proposition symbol is related to their
valuation in a model. While the set V(p) for a proposition symbol p can be any element of P (V ), the set V(a) for a nominal
a has to be a singleton set. This way, each nominal is true at exactly one state of the model, and thus can be used to refer to
this unique state. This is why these logics are called ‘‘hybrid’’: they are still modal logics, but they have the capacity to refer
to specific states of the model, like in first-order logic.
The expressive power and computational complexity of a hybrid extension of a given modal logic usually lie between
the ones of the original modal logic and the ones of first-order logic. This, however, depends on which operators, besides
the nominals, are added to build the hybrid language. With the addition of state-variables and quantifiers, it is possible to
achieve full first-order expressivity and complexity (undecidability). For a general introduction to hybrid logics, [5,6] can be
consulted.
Here, we consider a simple hybrid extension of the modal logic presented in the previous section. We add nominals and
the so-called satisfaction operators to the language.
Definition 5.1. Let us consider a hybrid language consisting of a setΦ of countably many proposition symbols and a setΩ
of countably many nominals such that Φ ∩ Ω = ∅, the boolean connectives ¬ and ∧, the modal operators ♦i, ♦−1i and i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n and the satisfaction operators @a, for each nominal a. The formulas are defined as follows:
ϕ ::= p | a | ⊤ | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ♦iϕ | ♦−1i ϕ | iϕ | @aϕ,
where p ∈ Φ and a ∈ Ω .
It is common in the literature to use the letters i, j and k for nominals. However, as we already use these letters for the
multiple edges of the graphs and frames, we choose to denote the nominals by the letters a, b and c.
The definition of a frame for this language is the same as Definition 4.2, but the definition of a model is slightly different
from Definition 4.3.
Definition 5.2. A hybrid model is a pairM = (F ,V), where F is a frame and V is a valuation function mapping proposition
symbols into subsets of V , i.e., V : Φ → P (V ) and mapping nominals into singleton subsets of V , i.e., if a is a nominal then
V(a) = {v} for some v ∈ V . We call this unique state that belongs to V(a) the denotation of a under V. We can also say that
a denotes the single state belonging to V(a).
The notion of satisfaction is defined as follows:
Definition 5.3. The notion of satisfaction is defined adding the following extra clauses to Definition 4.4:
1. M, v  a iff v ∈ V(a);
2. M, v  @aϕ iffM, da  ϕ, where da is the denotation of a under V.
5.2. Hybrid definability
Using this hybrid language, we can now express intransitivity.
Theorem 5.4. A graph G respects intransitivity if and only if G  intij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, where intij is the formula
intij = (a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬c ∧ ic))→ ¬c.
Proof. (⇐) Suppose that G  intij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, but G does not respect intransitivity. Then, there are at
least three vertices x, y, z, x ≠ y and y ≠ z, in G such that xUjy, yUiz and x = z. We evaluate intij in a model with a valuation
V such that V(a) = {x}, V(b) = {y} and V(c) = {z}. Then, it is straightforward to see that (G,V), x ̸ intij, which contradicts
the fact that intij is valid in G.
(⇒) Suppose that G respects intransitivity but G ̸ intij for some pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j. Then, there is a valuation V and a
vertex u such that (G,V), u ̸ intij. Let V(a) = {x}, V(b) = {y} and V(c) = {z}. Then, we must have that u = x, x ≠ y, y ≠ z,
xUjy, yUiz and (G,V), u  c , which means that u = x = z. This contradicts the fact that G respects intransitivity. 
It should be noticed that we do not need to use the satisfaction operators to describe intransitivity. Nevertheless, we
keep the satisfaction operators in the language, as they tend to complement the nominals. While a nominal is a ‘‘name’’
for a specific state of the model, the satisfaction operators allow us to ‘‘jump’’ to different states of the model, using the
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‘‘names’’ given by the nominals as references. This mutual relationship between nominals and satisfaction operators comes
into play in the completeness proofs for hybrid logics. The satisfaction operators allow us to build completeness proofs for
axiomatizations of some hybrid logics with a structure which closely resembles that of a Henkin-style completeness proof
for first-order logic.5 Then, as a direct consequence of this proof structure, we get the following result: if there is a modelM
and a vertex v in this model such thatM, v  φ, where φ is a formula of such a hybrid logic, then there is a countable model
M∗ and a vertex v∗ in this model such thatM∗, v∗  φ. These results are explained in more detail in Section 7, where we
deal with the axiomatization of hybrid logics. In particular, the result on countablemodels allows us to restrict our attention
to this sort of model in our work in Section 7. The reference [8] can also be consulted for more details on this subject.
6. Verification of the product property
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity to verify whether a finite connected graph is a product. This
issue involves two basic decision problems.
Definition 6.1. The model-checking problem consists of, given a formula φ and a finite modelM = (W , R,V), determining
the set SM(φ) = {v ∈ W :M, v  φ}.
Definition 6.2. The frame-checking problem consists of, given a formulaφ and a finite frameF , determiningwhetherF  φ.
Definition 6.3. We define the length of a formula ϕ, denoted by |ϕ|, inductively in the following way: |p| = |a| = |⊤| = 1,
|¬φ| = |♦iφ| = |♦−1i φ| = |iφ| = |@aφ| = 1+ |φ| and |φ1 ∧ φ2| = 1+ |φ1| + |φ2|.
Definition 6.4. LetM = (W , R,V) be a model. Let |W | be the number of vertices inW and |R| the number of pairs in R. We
define the size of the model (or the frame, or the graph) as |W | + |R|.
Proposition 6.5. The model-checking problem for the logic presented in Definition 5.1 is PTIME (linear) in the product of the size
of the model and the length of the formula.
Proof. This is a consequence of the results about the model-checking of hybrid logics presented in [9]. In particular, we
highlight, in that reference, the results presented in the first entry of table 1, the second item of theorem 4.3 and the
comments regarding transitive modalities that follow the proof of theorem 4.3. 
We can provide a simple upper bound for the complexity of the frame-checking problem based on the complexity of the
corresponding model-checking problem. We have that F  φ if and only if SM(¬φ) = ∅ for every modelM of F . So, an
algorithmic way to check whether F  φ is to apply the model-checking algorithm to all the pairs (¬φ,M), whereM is a
model of F .
Thus, let FC be the complexity of the frame-checking problem andMC be the complexity of themodel-checking problem.
Then,
FC = O(2|p|×m ×m|a| ×MC), (1)
where |p| is the number of distinct proposition symbols that occur in the given formula φ, |a| is the number of distinct
nominals that occur in φ andm is the number of vertices in F . The distinction between proposition symbols and nominals
in the above equation comes from the special restriction on the valuation of nominals.We need to apply themodel-checking
algorithm to every modelM of the given frame F . Every proposition symbol p that appears in φ may receive 2m possible
valuations V(p), while every nominal amay only receivem possible valuations V(a).
Proposition 6.6. The frame-checking problem for the logic presented inDefinition5.1 is PTIME (linear) in the length of the formula
and EXPTIME in the size of the frame, in the number of distinct proposition symbols that occur in the formula and in the number
of distinct nominals that occur in the formula.
Proof. This result follows directly from the discussion above. 
It should be noticed that this calculation of the complexity of the frame-checking problem is just a general upper bound
and it can be reduced in some concrete situations.
From Eq. (1), we can see that, from the point of view of computational complexity, it is interesting to try to express the
properties with formulas that use only nominals and no proposition symbols, since the presence of proposition symbols
makes the verification of the property be exponential on the size of the frame.
Definition 6.7. A pure formula is a formula with no occurrences of proposition symbols.
So, pure formulas are interesting from the point of view of the complexity of the frame-checking problem. Besides that,
as is shown in Section 7, pure formulas also have advantages when used as axioms in an axiomatic system.
The formula in Theorem 5.4, that describes intransitivity, is already pure. Now, we need to find pure formulas that
describe left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties.
5 It is also technically possible to build such completeness proofs without the satisfaction operators, as shown in [7], but, with the presence of the
satisfaction operators, the proofs become simpler, more direct and more elegant.
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Proposition 6.8. A graph G respects left and right commutativity if and only if G  com∗ij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, where
com∗ij is the formula
com∗ij = ♦j♦ia ↔ ♦i♦ja.
Proof. (⇐) Suppose that G  com∗ij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, but G does not respect at least one of left and right
commutativity. We suppose that it does not respect left commutativity, as the symmetric case is entirely analogous. Then,
there are at least a pair i and j and at least three vertices x, y, z in G such that xRjy, yRiz but there is no u such that xRiu
and uRjz. We evaluate com∗ij in a model with a valuation V such that V(a) = {z}. Then, it is straightforward to see that
(G,V), x  ♦j♦ia but (G,V), x ̸ ♦i♦ja, which contradicts the fact that com∗ij is valid in G.
(⇒) Suppose that G respects left and right commutativity but G ̸ com∗ij for some pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j. Then, there is
a valuation V and a vertex u such that (G,V), u ̸ com∗ij . So, either the left side of com
∗
ij is satisfied at u but the right side is
not or the other way around. We suppose that it is the first case, as the symmetric case is entirely analogous. Let V(a) = {x}.
Then, there is a vertex y such that uRjy and yRix, but there is no vertex z such that uRiz and zRjx. This contradicts the fact
that G respects left commutativity. 
We can see that, for left and right commutativity, the task of finding a pure formula that describes these properties was
fairly easy, as we just have to substitute the propositional symbol p in the original formula comij by the nominal a. For the
Church–Rosser property, this task is more difficult. The simple substitution of p by a in the original formula chrij does not
work. However, it is possible to describe the Church–Rosser property with a pure formula. In [7], a pure formula for the
Church–Rosser property is presented: chr∗ij = ♦ja → i♦j♦−1i a. It is also shown in [7] that it is not possible to describe the
Church–Rosser property with a pure formula without the use of a converse modality ♦−1i .
Proposition 6.9. A graph G respects the Church–Rosser property if and only if G  chr∗ij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, where
chr∗ij is the formula
chr∗ij = ♦ja → i♦j♦−1i a.
Proof. (⇐) Suppose that G  chr∗ij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, but G does not respect the Church–Rosser property.
Then, there are at least a pair i and j and at least three vertices x, y, z in G such that xRiy, xRjz but there is no u such that
yRju and zRiu. We evaluate com∗ij in a model with a valuation V such that V(a) = {z}. Then, it is straightforward to see that
(G,V), x  ♦ja. Besides that, as there is no u such that yRju and zRiu, we have that (G,V), x  ♦ij−1i ¬a, which is equivalent
to (G,V), x ̸ i♦j♦−1i a. This contradicts the fact that chr
∗
ij is valid in G.
(⇒) Suppose that G respects the Church–Rosser property but G ̸ chr∗ij for some pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j. Then, there is
a valuation V and a vertex u such that (G,V), u ̸ chr∗ij . So, the left side of chr
∗
ij is satisfied at u but the right side is not. Let
V(a) = {x}. Then, uRjx. Besides that, there is a vertex y such that uRiy and for all vertices z such that yRjz it is not the case
that xRiz. This contradicts the fact that G respects the Church–Rosser property. 
Proposition 6.10. A graph G respects the reverse Church–Rosser property if and only if G  rchr∗ij for all pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j,
where rchr∗ij is the formula
rchr∗ij = ♦−1j a → −1i ♦−1j ♦ia.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one from the previous proposition. 
We now can determine how complex it is to test whether a finite connected graph is a product. By Theorems 3.26 and
5.4 and Propositions 6.8–6.10, a finite connected graph G is a product if and only if G  pro, where pro is the formula
pro =

1≤i,j≤n,i≠j
(com∗ij ∧ chr∗ij ∧ rchr∗ij ∧ intij).
As the test consists of, given a graph G, frame-check whether G  pro, we can calculate the complexity of this test in the
followingway. Let FC(φ) be the complexity to frame-checkwhether G  φ. Then, wewant to calculate FC(pro). But, as there
are O(n2) pairs 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ jwe have that
FC(pro) = O(n2)× FCij,
where
FCij = FC(com∗ij)+ FC(chr∗ij )+ FC(rchr∗ij )+ FC(intij).
We should notice first that there are no proposition symbols in com∗ij , chr
∗
ij , rchr
∗
ij and intij and that the length of these
formulas is constant and does not depend on the size of the graph. Besides that, com∗ij , chr
∗
ij and rchr
∗
ij have only one nominal
and intij has three distinct nominals. Finally, asF  φ if and only if SM(¬φ) = ∅ for everymodelM ofF , we check whether
F  φ by applying the model-checking algorithm to all the pairs (¬φ,M), whereM is a model of F . Working with the
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negation of the formula (¬φ), we can decrease the number of nominals involved in our present test, using the fact that the
valuations of nominals are always singleton sets:
¬intij ≡ ¬(¬(a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬c ∧ ic)) ∨ ¬c) ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬c ∧ ic) ∧ c.
Now, a hybrid subformula of the form a∧c , where a and c are nominals, is satisfied in a vertex v of amodel if and only if both
nominals a and c are satisfied in v. Using the satisfaction definition for nominals, this means that v ∈ V(a) and v ∈ V(c). But
the valuation of a nominal must always be a singleton set, which implies that V(a) = V(c) = {v}. Thus, if such a subformula
must be satisfied in order for the whole formula to be satisfied, as in the case above, then we can rewrite the formula using
only one of the two nominals:
¬intij ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬c ∧ ic) ∧ c ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬a ∧ ia).
Using a similar argument, a hybrid subformula of the form a∧¬b, where a and b are nominals, is satisfied in a vertex v of a
model, if and only if a is satisfied in v, but not b. This means that v ∈ V(a) and v /∈ V(b). As the valuations of nominals are
singleton sets, this implies that there is no possible way for a and b to be satisfied at the same vertex in this model. Thus,
if such a subformula must be satisfied in order for the whole formula to be satisfied, as in the case above, then any other
subformula of the form a ∧ ¬b or¬a ∧ b that appears in the same formula contains a redundant test and can be simplified
to just a, in the first case, or b, in the second:
¬intij ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ¬a ∧ ia) ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ j(b ∧ ia).
So, we can perform the test with only two nominals. Then, taking into account these observations and the formula in
Eq. (1), we have that
FCij = O(m2 ×MC),
where, in this case,MC is PTIME (in fact linear) in the size of the graph. This implies that
FC(pro) = O(n2 ×m2 ×MC).
Theorem 6.11. The complexity to check whether a finite connected graph is a product using the above formula pro is PTIME
(cubic) in the size of the graph and PTIME (quadratic) in the number of distinct sets of edges (number of dimensions).
Proof. This result follows directly from the discussion above. 
7. Hybrid axiomatizations for a class of products of modal logics
Products of graphs come up naturally as a possible extension of ordinary Kripke semantics to multi-dimensional modal
logics. In this section, we present the concept of a product of modal logics, where the semantics is built using products of
Kripke frames. First, we present the original definition, using modal languages. Then, we focus on the issues involved in the
construction of complete axiomatic systems for such logics and present the limitations of modal languages to perform this
task, especially in the case of products of dimension greater than two. We then use hybrid logic to bypass these limitations
and build complete axiomatizations for a large class of products of modal logics.
7.1. Products of modal logics
LetΦ be a countable set of proposition symbols andΩ a countable set of nominals such thatΦ ∩Ω = ∅. For a finite set
of modal operators O, we define the set of hybrid formulas HFor(O) through the rule
ϕ ::= p | a | ⊤ | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | Oϕ | @aϕ,
where p ∈ Φ , a ∈ Ω and O ∈ O. We also define the set of basic modal formulas MFor(O) as the subset of HFor(O) that
contain only the formulas without nominals and satisfaction operators. When it is not relevant whether we are working
with a hybrid language or with a basic modal language, we write For(O) for the set of formulas over the language.
There are two common ways of defining a modal logic: the ‘‘syntactical’’ way and the ‘‘semantical’’ way. Let F = For(O)
be the set of all formulas in a given language (be it a hybrid language or a basicmodal language). The syntactical way consists
of taking a set A ⊆ F of axioms and a setR of rules and defining a modal logic L as the smallest set of formulas such that
A ⊆ L and L is closed under the rules inR. The semantical way consists of taking a class C of frames and defining a modal
logic L = Log(F ,C) as the set
Log(F ,C) = {φ ∈ F : F  φ, for all F ∈ C}.
We can also define the duals of the sets Log(F ,C). Let FrF be the class of frames in which formulas of F are evaluated and
Σ ⊆ F be a set of formulas. We define the class of frames Fr(F ,Σ) as
Fr(F ,Σ) = {F ∈ FrF : F  φ, for all φ ∈ Σ}.
If L = Log(F ,C) is a semantically defined modal logic, we write C φ to denote that φ ∈ L.
Suppose that ̸C ¬φ. This means that there is a frame F ∈ C such that F ̸ ¬φ. This, on the other hand, means that
there is a modelM of the frameF and a vertex v such thatM, v  φ. So, φ is satisfied at a vertex of a model of a frame in C.
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Definition 7.1. We say that a formula φ is C-satisfiable if it is satisfied at a vertex of a model of a frame in C (equivalently,
if ̸C ¬φ). We say that a set Ψ of formulas is C-satisfiable if there is a vertex of a model of a frame in C that satisfies all
formulas φ ∈ Ψ .
Definition 7.2. A modal logic L is called Kripke-complete if L = Log(F ,C) for some class C of frames. In this case, we say
that L is characterized (or determined) by C.
LetMFor1 = MFor({♦}) be the set of formulas over the basic mono-modal language. As a trivial example of a modal logic
that is a subset ofMFor1 and can be defined in this semantical way, the set K = {φ ∈ MFor1 :  φ} of all the valid formulas
inMFor1 is a modal logic, as K = Log(MFor1,C), where C in this case is the class of all frames. The setMFor1 itself is also a
modal logic, asMFor1 = Log(MFor1,∅).
The notation K is usual in the modal logic literature for the logic over the basic mono-modal language determined by the
class of all frames. Common notations for other modal logics that we use in this section are K4, K5, T, B, D, Alt, B4 and S5
for, respectively, the logics over the basic mono-modal language determined by the classes of transitive frames, euclidean
frames, reflexive frames, symmetric frames, serial frames, functional frames, transitive and symmetric frames and transitive,
symmetric and reflexive frames.6
Let MForn = MFor({♦1, . . . ,♦n}), HFor1 = HFor({♦}) and HForn = HFor({♦1, . . . ,♦n}) be the sets of formulas over
the basic multi-modal language, the hybrid mono-modal language and the hybrid multi-modal language, respectively. If
L = Log(MFor1,C), then we denote by L(n), L(@) and L(n,@) the sets Log(MForn,C), Log(HFor1,C) and Log(HForn,C),
respectively. So, we have K4(@), S5(n) and so on.
A product of modal logics is a multi-modal logic that is defined semantically in the following way.
Definition 7.3. Let {Li : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a finite set of Kripke-completemodal logics defined over the sets For(Oi), respectively,
such that the sets of modalities Oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are pairwise disjoint (in the present work, we consider that each Li is mono-
modal, having only one modality ♦i). Let F = For(∪iOi). We consider that For(Oi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are either all sets of basic
modal formulas or all sets of hybrid formulas. Then, the product of L1, . . . , Ln is the multi-modal logic defined as
L1 × · · · × Ln = Log(F ,C),
where
C = {F1 × · · · × Fn : Fi ∈ Fr(Li), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Definition 7.4. We denote by Ln the product L× · · · × L, where L occurs n times.
For example, K× K is the modal logic determined by the class of all product frames F1 × F2, K4× S5 is the modal logic
determined by all product frames F1×F2 such that F1 is transitive and F2 is transitive, symmetric and reflexive and S5n is
the modal logic determined by all product frames F1 × · · · × Fn such that each Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is transitive, symmetric and
reflexive.
It should be noticed that the product of modal logics, being defined on Kripke-complete modal logics, is also Kripke-
complete by definition.
7.2. The axiomatization problem for products of modal logics
Now, one relevant issue about products of modal logics is the so-called axiomatization problem. Given the fact that a
product L = L1 × · · · × Ln is semantically defined, is it also possible to find a corresponding syntactical definition for L?
In order to better define the axiomatization problem, we need the notions of soundness and completeness of an
axiomatization. Let A = (A,R) be an axiomatic system with the set of axioms A and the set of rules R. Let LA be the
smallest set of formulas in the language under consideration such that A ⊆ LA and LA is closed under the rules in R. If
φ ∈ LA, we say that φ is a theorem of A and use the notation ⊢A φ.
Definition 7.5. We say that a formula φ is A-consistent if ⊬A ¬φ. We say that a finite set Ψ0 of formulas is A-consistent if
⊬A ¬{φ : φ ∈ Ψ0}. Finally, we say that a set Ψ of formulas is A-consistent if every finite subset Ψ0 ⊆ Ψ is A-consistent.
Definition 7.6. If A = (A,R) is an axiomatic system andΣ is a set of formulas, we denote by A+Σ the axiomatic system
(A ∪Σ,R).
Definition 7.7. Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically defined modal logic and A an axiomatic system. We say that
A is sound for L if and only if ⊢A φ implies C φ for each formula φ in the language under consideration.
Equivalently, as can be seen directly from the definitions of A-consistency (Definition 7.5) and C-satisfiability
(Definition 7.1), A is sound for L if and only if every C-satisfiable formula in the language under consideration is
A-consistent.
6 More details on these classes of frames can be found in [3,10].
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Proposition 7.8. A is sound for L if and only if every C-satisfiable set of formulas in the language under consideration is
A-consistent.
Proof. (⇒) Let Ψ be a C-satisfiable set of formulas. Suppose that Ψ is not A-consistent. Then, there are formulas
φ1, . . . , φn ∈ Ψ such that ⊢A ¬(φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn). By soundness, C ¬(φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn), which means that φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn is not
C-satisfiable. This implies that there is no vertex in no model of no frame in C that satisfies all of the formulas φ1, . . . , φn.
As all of these formulas are in Ψ , this contradicts the fact that Ψ is C-satisfiable.
(⇐) Let φ be a C-satisfiable formula. Then, {φ} is a C-satisfiable set. Now, by the hypothesis, {φ} is A-consistent, which
means that φ is A-consistent, proving soundness. 
Definition 7.9. Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically defined modal logic and A an axiomatic system. We say that A is
complete for L if and only if C φ implies ⊢A φ for each formula φ in the language under consideration. Equivalently, A is
complete for L if and only if every A-consistent formula in the language under consideration is C-satisfiable.
In general, completeness does not automatically imply that every A-consistent set of formulas in the language under
consideration is C-satisfiable. This is different from soundness, where we could jump from formulas to a set of formulas
(Proposition 7.8).
Definition 7.10. Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically defined modal logic and A an axiomatic system. We say that A is
strongly complete for L if and only if every A-consistent set of formulas in the language under consideration is C-satisfiable.
Strong completeness implies completeness (the argument is analogous to the one in the second part of the proof of
Proposition 7.8), but, in general, completeness does not imply strong completeness. As an example of a logic that has a
complete axiomatic system, but does not have a strongly complete axiomatic system (unless we consider axiomatic systems
with rules that can take an infinite number of premises), we can mention the dynamic modal logic PDL [4].
Then, for a product L = L1 × · · · × Ln, if we have a sound and complete axiomatic system Ai for each logic Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is there a way to combine them in order to get a sound and complete axiomatic system for L?
7.3. Previous results on the subject
In the basic modal language, this issue is actually more complex than it may seem at first sight and there is no general
method in the literature to take sound and complete axiomatizations of n arbitrary Kripke-complete logics and generate a
sound and complete axiomatization for their product.
The problem seems to come from the fact that, as Theorem 4.9 shows, no necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to
be a product can be expressed in a basic modal language. If Li is syntactically defined by the axiomatic systemAi = (Ai,Ri),
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and C = {comij ∧ chrij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j}, then [L1, . . . , Ln] denotes the modal logic syntactically defined by
C = (∪iAi,∪iRi)+ C . [L1, . . . , Ln] is called the commutator of L1, . . . , Ln. As left and right commutativity and the Church–
Rosser property are necessary conditions for a graph to be a product, we have that [L1, . . . , Ln] ⊆ L1 × · · · × Ln. However,
as they are not sufficient, we do not have in general that L1× · · · × Ln ⊆ [L1, . . . , Ln]. Logics for which this second inclusion
is true are called product-matching.
The proof, for given logics Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n that φ ∈ L1 × · · · × Ln (which is a semantically defined logic) implies
φ ∈ [L1, . . . , Ln] (which is a syntactically defined logic) is nothing more that a completeness proof for C with respect to
L1 × · · · × Ln. The standard method for completeness proofs for modal logics is the construction of so-called canonical
models. The vertices of the canonical model are all the possible maximal consistent sets of formulas of the language under
consideration. The idea of the completeness proof using canonical models is that the canonical model should satisfy the
semantical properties of the class C of frames that characterizes the logic. If this happens, then we can proceed to show
that every C-consistent formula is C-satisfiable. For details on completeness proofs using canonical models, [4] should be
consulted.
What happens in the specific case of commutators is that, as left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser property
are not sufficient for a graph to be a product, it is not possible to guarantee that the canonical model obtained from C is a
product. So, canonical models are insufficient by themselves to derive completeness. Either another approachmust be taken
or, at least, some complementary steps must be done in order to reach completeness. Hence, there is no general method for
completeness proofs of axiomatizations for products of logics, but there are particular logics that have been shown to be
product-matching. As a start, K× K is product-matching, i.e., the axiomatic system of [K,K] is complete for K× K [10].
An interesting result, shown in [10], states that for an arbitrary n ∈ N, n > 1, the logic Altn is product-matching, i.e., the
axiomatic system of the commutator of n copies of Alt is complete for Altn.
Another result shown in [10] concerns the so-called PTC-logics. In order to define what a PTC-logic is, we first need the
notions of a closed modal formula and of a pseudo-transitive modal formula. A closed modal formula is a modal formula
without any proposition symbols and a pseudo-transitive modal formula is a modal formula of the form ▽kp → △p,
where ▽ = ♦i1 . . . ♦ir is a sequence (possibly empty) of ♦ modalities, △ = j1 . . .jt is a sequence (possibly empty) of 
modalities and p is a proposition symbol. For example, the following formulas are pseudo-transitive: p → p, p → p,
♦p → p and ♦12p → p. A PTC-formula is a formula which is either pseudo-transitive or closed. A PTC-logic is a modal
logic axiomatized by an axiomatic system P = AK + Σ , where AK is a sound and complete axiomatic system for the logic
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Fig. 6. An axiomatic system AK(n,@) for the logic K(n,@).
K and Σ is a set of PTC-formulas. In [10], it is shown that, for any pair L1 and L2 of PTC-logics, the logic L1 × L2 is product-
matching, i.e., the axiomatic system of [L1, L2] is complete for L1 × L2. It is also shown in [10] that some non-PTC-logics fail
to be product-matching. There are also logics for which it is unknown whether they are product-matching or not. Several
of the most common logics are, in fact, PTC-logics, as K4, T, B, D and S5. For the detailed results, [10] should be consulted.
The completeness results for K × K and for a product of a pair of PTC-logics do not generalize to products of higher
dimensions, as is shown by the following theorem from [11].
Theorem 7.11 ([11]). Let n ≥ 3 and let L ⊆ MForn be any modal logic such that Kn ⊆ L ⊆ S5n. Then, L is not finitely
axiomatizable.
7.4. Hybrid axiomatizations
Summing up, while working in the basic modal language, we have no general method to build complete axiomatizations
for products of logics and a significant group of products of logics of dimension greater than 2 cannot be axiomatized. As we
already showed, a hybrid language offers the possibility to describe products of graphs, so it might also be well suited for
an improvement in these results regarding axiomatizations for products of logics.
So, let us now consider logics L1×· · ·×Ln over the hybrid language. First of all,K(n,@) ⊆ L1×· · ·×Ln, so a good starting
point to axiomatize L1 × · · · × Ln is to get a complete axiomatization for K(n,@). In fact, this starting point will prove to be
even better than expected, as completeness proofs for hybrid logics can be automatically extended to other hybrid logics
under certain conditions, as shown in Theorem 7.15.
We consider the set of axioms and rules shown in Fig. 6, where p and q are proposition symbols, a and b are nominals
and ϕ and ψ are formulas.
Definition 7.12. We say that a hybrid modelM = (F ,V) is a named model if, for every vertex v in the model, there is at
least one nominal i in the hybrid language such that V(i) = {v}.
Proposition 7.13. Every named model is countable.
Proof. By hypothesis, the set of nominals in our hybrid languages is countable (Definition 5.1). In a named model, each
vertex of the model is the denotation of at least one nominal in the language. Thus, the cardinality of the set of vertices of
a named model must be smaller than or equal to the cardinality of the set of nominals in the language, which means that
there is a countable number of vertices in the model. 
The combination of nominals with satisfaction operators that is present in hybrid languages allows us to build
completeness proofs for axiomatizations of some hybrid logics that are very similar to a Henkin-style completeness proof
for first-order logic. In particular, hybrid nominals play, in these completeness proofs, an analogous role to the one that is
played by first-order constants in a completeness proof for first-order logic. An important observation about these Henkin-
style completeness proofs is that they require the expansion of the original hybrid language with fresh nominals. However,
as the original hybrid language is countable (it has countably many proposition symbols and countably many nominals, as
stated in Definition 5.1), only a countable set of fresh nominals needs to be added to the language during the proof. This
proof structure allows us to prove completeness by building a very particular canonical model, which turns out to be a
named model, as defined above. Then, following Proposition 7.13, the models that are built in these completeness proofs are
always countable. The reference [8] can also be consulted for more details on this subject.
Theorem 7.14. The axiomatic system AK(n,@), shown in Fig. 6, is sound and strongly complete for the logic K(n,@). Moreover,
each AK(n,@)-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable in a namedmodel.
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Proof. The proof of soundness and strong completeness for the mono-modal logic K(@) is well established in the literature.
It is presented, in different levels of detail, in [4,12,8]. The proof for the multi-modal case follows directly along the same
lines. 
Theorem 7.15. Let C be a class of frames defined as C = {F ∈ FrHForn : F  φ for all φ ∈ P}, where P is a set of pure
formulas. Then, the axiomatic system P = AK(n,@)+ P is sound and strongly complete for the logic Log(HForn,C). Moreover, each
P-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable in a namedmodel.
Proof. Again, as in the previous theorem, the proof for the mono-modal logic K(@) is well established in the literature. It is
also presented in [4,12,8] and the proof for the multi-modal case follows directly along the same lines. The key point in the
proof is that the named model for a P-consistent set of formulas is necessarily a model of a frame in C. 
The theorem above provides automatic soundness and strong completeness for a large class ofmulti-modal hybrid logics.
So, if we have a finite set P of pure formulas that defines the class of product frames, then all we need to do is add this set
as axioms and we get completeness for K(@)n. Then, completeness for more restricted classes of product frames can also be
obtained, as long as these classes can be described by pure formulas.
Theorem 3.26 describes a necessary and sufficient condition for a countable and connected graph to be a product and
Theorem 5.4 and Propositions 6.8–6.10 show that this condition can be expressed by a pure formula. Then, putting these
results together with Theorem 7.15, we can get some completeness results for products of modal logics under certain
restrictions. These results are presented in Theorem 7.26, which is built using Theorem 7.15 and Propositions 7.23 and
7.25. The reader may want to skip directly to this theorem and these propositions at a first reading, but it is important that
he returns to this point of the text later on, since the following paragraphs explain why we also need some restrictions, as
mentioned above.
We cannot just plug the pure formula defined by Theorem 5.4 and Propositions 6.8–6.10 into Theorem 7.15 and get the
completeness that we want, as there are two issues that need to be addressed first.
We startwith themost obvious one. There are twohypotheses that need to be satisfied beforewe can apply Theorem3.26:
the graph needs to be connected and the graph needs to be countable. First, as the model built by Theorem 7.15 is a named
model, it is also countable (Proposition 7.13).We get this result practically for free, just by using a hybrid logicwith nominals
and satisfaction operators.
Now, even though the first hypothesis, that the graph needs to be countable, is not a problem, the second hypothesis,
that the graph needs to be connected, is a littlemore complicated.Whenworkingwith a hybrid language, the namedmodels
built by the completeness proofs are not guaranteed to be connected. If we were working with ordinary modal logics, this
issue could be solved by taking an appropriate generated submodel of the original model. This generated submodel would
preserve the satisfaction of formulas and would also be connected (for more details on this preservation result related to
generated submodels, [4] can be consulted).
However, in a hybrid logic, we need to refine our definition of ‘‘generated submodel’’ in order to ensure the validity of
an analogous preservation result. In particular, as [7,13] show, in order to preserve the satisfaction of a set of formulas, a
generated submodel of a hybrid model must contain all of the vertices of the original model that are the denotation of a
nominal appearing in a formula in this set. This way, a generated submodel of our named model would be the standard
generated submodel that we would build in the ordinary modal case with some extra vertices that are added following this
condition on vertices that are the denotation of nominals. This generated submodel is also not guaranteed to be connected.
Thus, we need to explicitly restrict ourselves to the class of connected frames and the best way to do this is to find a pure
formula that describes connectivity.
Proposition 7.16. A graph G = G1 × · · · × Gn is connected if and only if Gi is connected for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. (⇒) Suppose that there is at least one Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that is not connected. So, there is a pair of vertices x, y ∈ Gi such
that there is no undirected path between them in Gi. Now, take any two vertices u = (u1, . . . , un) andw = (w1, . . . , wn) in
G such that uk = wk, for all k ≠ i, ui = x andwi = y. Then, u andw belong to the same i-component and this i-component is
not connected, because therewould only be an undirected path through i-edges from u tow if therewere an undirected path
from x to y in Gi. As uk can be chosen arbitrarily for k ≠ i, all of the i-components of G are not connected. It is straightforward
to see that this means that G itself is not connected.
(⇐) Suppose that Gi is connected for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Take two vertices u = (u1, . . . , un) and w = (w1, . . . , wn) in
G. We show how to find an undirected path between them in G. Let k1 be the first coordinate such that uk1 ≠ wk1 (that is,
uk = wk for every k ≤ k1). Let uk1 = x and wk1 = y. Now, x, y ∈ Gk1 and, as Gk1 is connected, there is an undirected path
in Gk1 between x and y. This implies that there is an undirected path through k1-edges from u to u
′ = (u′1, . . . , u′n), where
u′k = uk, for all k ≠ k1 and u′k1 = wk1 = y. Now, we repeat this process with the pair of vertices u′ andw. Notice that if k2 is
the first coordinate such that u′k2 ≠ wk2 , then k2 > k1. As n is finite, this process eventually stops in a vertex u∗ = w. Then,
if we attach together the undirected paths from u to u′, from u′ to u′′ and so on, we get an undirected path from u tow. 
Proposition 7.17. A graph G = (V , E) is connected if and only if G  a ∨ a.
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Proof. (⇒) Suppose that G ̸ a∨a. Then, there is a valuationV and a vertex x such that (G,V), x  ¬a∧¬a. LetV(a) = y.
Then, we have that x ≠ y and that if there is an undirected path from x to a vertex z, then z ≠ y. This means that G is not
connected.
(⇐) If G  a ∨ a, then (G,V), x  a ∨ a for every valuation V and every vertex x. Let V be such that V(a) = y ≠ x.
Then, there is an undirected path between x and y in G. So, as the vertex x and the valuation V are arbitrary, this means that
we have an undirected path between every pair of distinct vertices. Hence, G is connected. 
Now, we address the second issue that prevents us from applying Theorem 7.15. For this, we need to state the notion of
compactness.
Definition 7.18 ([14]). Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically defined modal logic. We say that L is compact if a set Σ of
formulas is C-satisfiable if and only if every finite subsetΣ0 ⊆ Σ is C-satisfiable.
We need to add the modalities i and ♦−1i (since it is used in the definition of i) to the language, since the formulas that
describe intransitivity and connectivity make use of them. However, when we add the modalities i to the language, the
modal logics lose compactness. For example, consider the set
Σ = {p,¬♦p,¬♦−1p,¬♦♦p,¬♦♦−1p,¬♦−1♦p,¬♦−1♦−1p, . . .}.
Every finite setΣ0 ⊆ Σ is C-satisfiable, where C in this case is the class of all frames. ButΣ is not satisfiable in any vertex
of any model of any frame.
The proof of completeness using canonical models gives strong completeness as its result (see Theorems 7.14 and 7.15,
for instance). The following proposition shows that if we have a sound and strongly complete axiomatic system for a logic
L = Log(F ,C), then L is compact.
Proposition 7.19. Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically definedmodal logic andA an axiomatic system. IfA is sound and strongly
complete for L, then L is compact.
Proof. First, we should notice that if a setΣ is C-satisfiable, then trivially every finite subsetΣ0 ⊆ Σ is also C-satisfiable.
So, in order to show compactness we only need to prove the other direction.
If every finite subsetΣ0 ⊆ Σ is C-satisfiable, then, by soundness, every finite subsetΣ0 ⊆ Σ is A-consistent. Then, by
Definition 7.5, this means thatΣ is A-consistent. Then, by strong completenessΣ is C-satisfiable. 
So, if a logic L is not compact, as the final result of completeness proofs using canonical models is strong completeness,
such a proof will fail for L. This is a crucial observation about a limitation of proofs using canonical models that sometimes
goes unnoticed. As [15,16] point out, this limitation comes from the so-called Lindenbaum’s Lemma, one of the steps of the
completeness proofs using canonical models. This lemma assumes compactness, even though this necessary hypothesis is
often left implicit.
When the logic is not compact, sometimes it is still possible to build a completeness (but not strong completeness) proof
using finite canonical models that are built frommaximal consistent subsets of a finite set. However, for a completeness proof
using finite canonical models to be successful, the logic must have the finite model property, i.e., every satisfiable formula
must be satisfied in a vertex of a model of a finite frame. In our case, as we also need the canonical model to be a product,
we would actually need the logic to have the so-called product finite model property.
Definition 7.20. A product of modal logics has the product finite model property if every satisfiable formula is satisfied in a
vertex of a model of a finite product frame.
As the following theorem from [11] shows, many products of modal logics of dimension greater than 2 do not have the
product finite model property.
Theorem 7.21 ([11]). Let n ≥ 3 and let L ⊆ MForn be any modal logic such that Kn ⊆ L ⊆ S5n. Then, L lacks the product finite
model property.
AsMForn ⊂ HForn, the corollary below is immediate.
Corollary 7.22. Let n ≥ 3 and let L ⊆ HForn be any modal logic such that K(@)n ⊆ L ⊆ S5(@)n. Then, L lacks the product finite
model property.
Theorem 7.21 and Corollary 7.22 provide very strong negative results. They completely discourage any attempt to
use finite canonical models to prove completeness for axiomatizations of products of modal or hybrid logics of arbitrary
dimensions. Similarly, the lack of compactness, which is a consequence of the presence of the operators , involving
transitive closure of relations, makes the standard strong completeness proof for axiomatizations of products of logics
impossible, at least in the general case.
In the simultaneous presence of these various strong negative results, we are left with only two options to try to
axiomatize products of logics of arbitrary dimensions. The first option is to find a fragment of the class of products of logics
where the use of transitive closures is unnecessary to describe the product property. This way, we may be able to describe
this property without the modalities , thus recovering compactness. The second option is to use infinitary proof systems
(proof systems that contain infinitary rules, i.e., rules with a possibly infinite number of premises). The infinitary rules could
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Fig. 7. Pure formulas that characterize the class of connected products.
Fig. 8. Pure formulas that characterize the class of transitive and symmetric frames.
allow us to bypass the lack of compactness and prove strong completeness. Such infinitary proof systems have already been
developed for some hybrid logics, as in [17,15,16].
From the start, our idea in the present work was to try to use the standard methods of hybrid completeness proofs to
obtain a generic proof of completeness for axiomatizations of products of logics. Even thoughwe have, so far, shown a series
of negative results that prevent us from applying these standard methods to the class of all products of logics, we still think
that we should try to finish what we started and see in which restricted cases of products of logics we can apply these
standard methods of hybrid completeness proofs. Thus, in the rest of this section, we are going to work on the first option
described above. However, the study of the second option described above is also very interesting as a possible future work,
especially the study of infinitary sequent systems for hybrid logics, as described in [15,16].
So, in order to be able to continue, we need to find away to express intransitivity and connectivitywithout themodalities
, so we can have compactness back and use Theorem 7.15 to derive the completeness proofs. Let us restrict our attention
to the class of transitive and symmetric frames. Over this class of frames, using symmetry, we have that ♦−1i φ ≡ ♦iφ, which
also implies (using transitivity) that iφ ≡ ♦iφ. Besides that, the Church–Rosser property and the reverse Church–Rosser
property are equivalent. So, over the class of transitive and symmetric frames, we can characterize the class of connected
products with the pure formulas in Fig. 7.
Now, to finally get the result we are looking for, all that is left to do is to characterize the class of transitive and symmetric
frames using pure formulas. In [4], the necessary formulas are presented. We show them in Fig. 8.
Proposition 7.23. Let PB4 be the set of pure formulas in Fig. 8 and let AB4(n,@) be the axiomatic system AB4(n,@) = AK(n,@) + PB4.
The axiomatic system AB4(n,@) is sound and strongly complete for the logic B4(n,@).
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7.15. 
Definition 7.24. Let L = Log(F ,C) be a semantically defined logic. Then, we denote by CL the logic defined by the class of
connected frames in C.
Proposition 7.25. Let PProd be the set of pure formulas in Fig. 7 and let P be the axiomatic system P = AB4(n,@) + PProd. The
axiomatic system P is sound and strongly complete for the logic CB4(@)n.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7.15. 
Theorem 7.26. Let L = L1 × · · · × Ln be a product of modal logics. If CB4(@) ⊆ Li, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Ai = AB4(n,@) + Pi,
where Pi is a finite set of pure formulas, is a sound and complete axiomatic system for Li, then A = AB4(n,@) +∑i Pi + PProd is a
sound and strongly complete axiomatic system for L.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7.15. 
As examples of properties that can be defined by pure formulas, we can mention reflexivity, irreflexivity, density,
determinism, universality and trichotomy. Many of these properties cannot be defined by formulas in the basic modal
language. So, Theorem 7.26 provides sound and complete axiomatic systems for a large family of products of modal logics
of arbitrary dimensions, while most of the results presented in the literature so far deal with bidimensional products.
As a last comment, what can we say about products of modal logics over the basic modal language, given the axiomatic
systems that we built for products of modal logics over the hybrid language? First, as connectivity is not definable in the
basic modal language [18], it is straightforward to see that L = CL, if L is a modal logic over the basic modal language. Also,
as the hybrid logics are conservative extensions of the corresponding modal logics obtained by excluding the nominals and
satisfaction operators, we have that L1 × · · · × Ln ⊂ CL1(@) × · · · × CLn(@), which means that if we have a sound and
complete axiomatic system A for CL1(@)× · · · × CLn(@), then all formulas φ ∈ L1× · · · × Ln are also theorems of A (⊢A φ).
As an example, we can get a sound and complete axiomatic system for CS5(@)n using Theorem 7.26. So, even though S5n
cannot be finitely axiomatized over the basic modal language, all of its formulas are deductible from the axiomatization of
CS5(@)n. In fact, these formulas are exactly the subset of CS5(@)n that contains only the formulas without nominals and
satisfaction operators.
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8. Conclusion
It is known that left and right commutativity and the Church–Rosser and reverse Church–Rosser properties are necessary
conditions for a graph to be a non-trivial cartesian product of two other graphs, but their conjunction is not a sufficient
condition. We introduce a new property called intransitivity, that, together with the former ones, form a necessary and
sufficient condition for a countable and connected graph to be a product. We show that the property of intransitivity is not
definable in a basic modal language. We also show that no condition that is necessary and sufficient for a graph to be a
product can be definable in a basic modal language. We then extend our language to a hybrid language and show that in
such a language we are able to express intransitivity.
We also determine the computational complexity of testing, for a finite connected graph, whether it is a product. For this
test, we use a model-checking algorithm to verify the formulas that describe each of the five properties that characterize a
product. We show that this test can be performed in polynomial time both in the size of the graph (cubic time) and in the
number of dimensions (quadratic time).
Finally, we use the above characterization of countable connected products to provide sound and complete axiomatic
systems for a large class of products of modal logics. While most of the sound and complete axiomatic systems for products
of modal logics presented in the literature are for products of a pair of modal logics, we are able, using hybrid logics, to
provide sound and complete axiomatizations for many products of arbitrary dimensions.
The work presented in [19] is another recent work that also deals with the product of Kripke frames in a hybrid logic
setting. But its approach is different fromours. Instead of using the traditional hybrid language and the traditional semantical
definition of a nominal as an atomic formula that must, by construction, denote an unique state of the model, it builds an
extension of the hybrid language with a new semantical characterization of the nominals. The nominals as defined in [19]
denote something like a sub-frame of co-dimension one inside the considered frame. The author restricts himself to two-
dimensional frames, so each nominal would denote a ‘‘line’’ of the frame. With this definition, the language then uses two
disjoint sets of nominals, one denoting the ‘‘horizontal lines’’ in the frame and the other denoting the ‘‘vertical lines’’. As
such, each state of the model is then denoted by an ordered pair of nominals, instead of a single nominal. If we consider
n-dimensional frames, each state will then be denoted by an n-uple of nominals, taken from n disjoint sets. With this
linguistic setup, themodels inwhich the formulas are evaluated are alreadymodels based onproduct frames, so the technical
difficulty presented in the study of products of Kripke frames, which is exactly how to filter the product frames from the
class of all frames, is already bypassed.
The logic S5n is related to the field of cylindric algebras [20–22]: the modal algebras corresponding to S5n are the
representable diagonal-free cylindric algebras of dimension n. As a future work, it would be interesting to analyze whether
the axiomatization that we can provide for S5n using the results in Section 7 could be useful from the algebraic point of view.
In [23], products of logics are studied from the point of view of spatial and topological logics. In the last chapter of
[23], the author develops a preliminary work on the possible use of hybrid logic for the study of spatial and topological
logics and their products. As another future work, it would be interesting to analyze whether our results are useful or
meaningful for the case of spatial and topological logics. The work presented in [24] could also be useful in this enterprise.
This work deals with coalgebraic logics, in particular with the generalization of hybrid logics to coalgebraic hybrid logics.
This generalization provides a series of completeness results for many hybrid logics. These completeness results could be
useful, since a topological space is a special example of the notion of coalgebras.
Another interesting future work involves the study of infinitary proof systems for hybrid logics. The use of infinitary
systems is a second way to bypass the lack of compactness that we face, in the general case, with our proposed
axiomatizations. A line of work that seems particularly interesting is the study of infinitary sequent systems for hybrid
logics, as described in [15,16], and their possible application to products of logics.
Finally, it would also be important to investigate alternative characterizations of products of connected graphs, especially
if they do not require the use of transitive closures. That way, we might be able to use a compact logic, which would allow
us to drop the restrictions of transitivity and symmetry in our hybrid axiomatizations.
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